
BUILDING THE F INANCIAL  FUTURE OF
HISPANIC  IMMIGRANTS &  CONSUMERS



Immigrants are a large and vibrant part of the U ,S ,

economy . In many communities , however , immi-

grants remain largely unbanked and vulnerable to

predatory financial service providers . 

 

Juntos Avanzamos credit unions employ bilingual ,

culturally-competent staff , accept alternative

forms of ID , including the Matricula Consular , and

treat all of their members with dignity and

respect regardless of immigration status . Juntos

Avanzamos credit unions also have flexible loan  

Hispanic 's use of financial products is growing .

According to a Univision Harris Poll there has

been significant growth in auto loans (138%),

debit cards (55%), credit cards (52%), personal

loans (42%) and checking and savings accounts

(41%).

 

Serving immigrants is a sustainable business

strategy and vital to fulfilling our collective goal

of helping people of modest means achieve

financial independence . By establishing

meaningful financial relationships with Hispanics

today , credit unions can benefit from economic

vitality and growth in the future . 

By 2060, 30% or
more of the U.S.
population under
the age of 35 will
be Hispanic.

underwriting criteria and use alternate ways of

establishing creditworthiness , making it possible

for immigrants without traditional credit histories

to apply for consumer and mortgage loans at

reasonable rates .

 

Juntos Avanzamos credit unions offer products

that are affordable and flexible , easy to use and

understand , are accessible and convenient , and

offer a pathway to financial inclusion for their

Hispanic and immigrant members .

Juntos Avanzamos
-Together We Advance-

Juntos Avanzamos credit unions are committed to
empowering Hispanic consumers

Serving immigrants is a sustainable business strategy

Montgomery County EFCU



The Juntos Avanzamos
network has expanded
to include 100 credit
unions serving over 7.1
million members at 841
locations in the U.S. and
Puerto Rico. 

The juntosavanzamos .org site is an easy-to-

navigate bilingual resource for Hispanic

consumers who want to find a credit union they

can trust to provide safe and relevant financial

products and services .

Interactive maps list nearby Juntos Avanzamos

credit unions , including names , logos , branch

locations , a link to each credit union 's website

and contact information .  

Visit us at www.juntosavanzamos.org.

Learn more at www .inclusiv .org/juntosavanzamos/

juntosavanzamos.org helps immigrant consumers find a
credit union they can trust

We're growing! 



About Inclusiv
At Inclusiv , we believe that financial inclusion is

a fundamental right . Inclusiv is a certified CDFI

intermediary that transforms local progress into

lasting national change . We provide capital ,

make connections , build capacity , develop

innovative products and services , and advocate

for our member community development credit

unions (CDCUs). 

PABLO  DEFIL IPP I
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Inclusiv members serve nearly nine million

residents of low-income urban , rural and

reservation-based communities across the U .S .

and hold over $99 billion in community-

controlled assets . Founded in 1974 , Inclusiv is

headquartered in New York , NY , with offices in

Madison , WI and Atlanta , GA .

RENÉ  VARGAS  MARTÍNEZ
PROGRAM  OFF ICER
RVARGASMARTINEZ@ INLUS IV .ORG

Juntos Avanzamos provides a framework for a

more standardized approach to meeting the

needs of the Latino community . We work with

credit unions to encourage standardization of CIP

and loan underwriting requirements , develop

affordable products and services relevant to

Latinos , share best practices , and facilitate

collaborations with public , private and community

organizations serving the Hispanic market . 

Inclusiv is leading the national expansion of

Juntos Avanzamos , in partnership with the

Network of Latino Credit Unions and Professionals

(NLCUP), Coopera , the Cornerstone Credit Union

League , and a growing number of state leagues

and associations across the country .

 

Become a partner today and support this unique ,

future-focused collaboration ! 

Contact Us

Join Us!


